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Abstract. The present paper explains the statistical inference that can be drawn from an unreplicated field experiment that
investigated three different pasture and grazing management strategies. The experiment was intended to assess these three
strategies aswhole farmlet systemswhere scale of the experiment precluded replication. The experiment was planned so that
farmlets were allocated to matched paddocks on the basis of background variables that were measured across each paddock
before the start of the experiment. These conditioning variableswere used in the statisticalmodel so that farmlet effects could
be discerned from the longitudinal profiles of the responses. The purpose is to explain the principles by which longitudinal
data collected from the experiment were interpreted. Two datasets, including (1) botanical composition and (2) hogget
liveweights, are used in the present paper as examples. Inferences from the experiment are guarded becausewe acknowledge
that the use of conditioning variables and matched paddocks does not provide the same power as replication. We,
nevertheless, conclude that the differences observed are more likely to have been due to treatment effects than to random
variation or bias.
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Introduction

The Cicerone Project’s aim was to enhance the adoption of
more profitable and sustainable farming enterprises by
encouraging livestock producers to work closely with
researchers and extension specialists to compare different
livestock management systems selected following a thorough
survey process (Kaine et al. 2013). The experiment is explained
fully in Scott et al. (2013a) but, for the purposes of the present
paper, it may be summarised as a grazing experiment to compare
three farming systems (Table 1). A primary objective was that
the farming systems should be applied to areas of sufficient size
to resemble practical farming.

One farmlet (B)was chosen as a typical controlwith amoderate
level of inputs, the second farmlet (A) focussed primarily on
higher inputs in the form of pastures and fertiliser, and the third
farmlet (C) employed intensive rotational grazing.

A fundamental tenet of experimental design adopted in most
pasture and livestock field studies is that treatments need to
be replicated to allow measurement of the experiment error;
inference from the data is drawn by comparing the amount of
information attributable to systematic treatment effects with the
information that is attributable to the natural variation, which is
estimated as an ‘experimental error’.

Acknowledging that a traditional form of statistical inference
would not be possible, the experiment proceeded, nevertheless, to
providewhole-farmlet data ranging fromsoil fertility, tobotanical

composition, pasture growth, herbagemass and quality, livestock
production, as well as quantifying input costs and saleable
livestock products. The decision to diverge from tradition for
such experiments was recognised by Spedding and Brockington
(1976) who acknowledged that when experimental scale is
required for genuine relevance, then it is essential.

Tanaka et al. (2008) pointed out that large-scale,
multidisciplinary field research that is relevant to farmers is
extremely difficult to achieve because typically it can involve
large areas, many animals and substantial financial support over
extended periods. They noted also that such research can require
novel statistical methods and compromises between researcher
and farmer needs so as to create effective experiments.

The problem of lack of replication is encountered in a range
of scientific disciplines, including, for example, observational
studies, which are widely used in the social sciences (Holland
1986; Gelman and Hill 2007), and also in environmental-impact
studies (Beyers 1998). In fact, as pointed out by Eberhardt and
Thomas (1991), in field experiments in ecological research,
issues of a small sample size and subsampling in replicated
studies can result in inferior analyses compared with analytical
sampling over entire populations.

Unreplicated treatments have been employed in a wide array
of published studies, including experiments on fire behaviour
(Owens et al. 2002) and agroforestry (Guevara-Escobar et al.
2002). A review of the literature relating to the analysis of
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unreplicated experiments (Machado and Petrie 2006) has pointed
out that large, field-scale research is the most common type of
research employing unreplicated treatments.

Published studies that have used unreplicated treatments
relating to grazing livestock include a study of fertiliser and
grazingmanagement inNewZealand (Lambert et al. 1983), some
treatments within the Sustainable Grazing Systems national
experiment (Chapman et al. 2003), pasture leys (Grace et al.
1995), pasture legumes (Jones and Bunch 1995) and grazing
studies (Hendricksen et al. 1994), including the study of nitrogen
dynamics on dairy farmlets in New Zealand (Ledgard et al.
1996), environmental factors in grasslands (Pagnotta et al.
1997) and sheep and cattle studies over 6 years (Armstrong
et al. 1997). It is noteworthy that Thomson et al. (1995)
reported that an unreplicated model farm system generated
particularly valuable whole-farm information about mixed-
farming interactions in Syria.

The trade-off between replication and having appropriate
scale for experiments with whole-farm systems was also
recognised by Morley and Spedding (1968). They reported
that, while the strict requirement for an experimental unit is a
certain area of land or number of animals that receive the
particular treatment under study, there are circumstances
where the statistical analysis using animal (or paddock) as the
experimental unit is acceptable. Those circumstances are that
there are no interactions between treatment and group, and that
the variance among animals within groups is not substantially
greater or smaller than the variance among animals in the
whole experiment. The Cicerone grazing experiment was set
up tominimise the likelihood of an interaction between treatment
(i.e. farming system) and paddocks by allocating land to farmlets
so that, at the beginning of the experiment, the farmlets were
balanced for any measured pre-existing conditions. Likewise,
interactions between farmlets and animal groups wereminimised
by ensuring that, on purchase, any new livestock were allocated
randomly to farmlets.

The inference from studies with unreplicated treatments is not
as strong as that which can be made from replicated treatments.
Theobserveddifferences among treatmentsmayhave arisen from
‘lurking’ variables that might influence the outcome. But if the
observed differences are so large that it ismore plausible that they
be attributed to the different management systems rather than
chance, it would be reasonable to infer that the farming systems
caused the differences.

Oksanen (2001) categorised the different experimental
approaches of ecologists as follows:

(1) those that donot see anyproblemswith sacrificing spatial and
temporal scales to obtain replication, and

(2) those that understand that appropriate scalemust always have
priority over replication.

The present paper concludes that random assignment of the
treatments is normally sufficient for a deductive experiment, but
the statistical model is not sufficient to make inference on what
causes the observed effects. Recently, considerable attention has
been given to developments in statistical methods that are suited
to the analysis of data from ecological studies, which often are
unsuited to traditional replicated studies (Zuur et al. 2007, 2009).

Materials and methods

Experiment design
Rubin and Waterman (2006) strongly advised that observational
studies should be carefully designed to approximate randomised
experiments. This requires that there is an overlap in the
distributions of key covariates that assign treatments to units.
Thus, the response of the key covariates from the unit (before
treatments are applied) is regarded as a potential outcome and
units are allocated so that distributions of potential outcomes are
similar for the treatments.

There must be a model to allocate treatments to units to
achieve balance and the model is based on covariates that are
independent of those used to explain causal effects. Inference
then relies on the strong assumption that, conditional on the
allocation of covariates, the distribution of units across
treatments is essentially random (Gelman and Hill 2007). In
this observational study, it will be assumed that any of the
farmlets at similar levels of the covariates would have the
same probability of receiving a particular treatment. The above
can be summarised as ‘control for pre-treatment variable’.

Another paper in this Special Issue (Scott et al. 2013b)
has explained how the land was allocated to the farmlets (A, B
and C) before treatments were applied so that the farmlets
(or treatments) were matched in their pre-treatment status. The
criteria for matching the land capability of each farmlet were
based primarily on elevation, slope and soil type.

A comparison of the 53 paddocks in terms of the pre-treatment
variables is shown in the biplot in Fig. 1. This reveals that the
measurements of soil conductivity (measured as electromagnetic
inductance, EM), slope and elevation explain most of the
variation among the paddocks. Inspection of the distribution of
paddock labels in this figure shows a high degree of overlap
between the boundaries of each of the farmlet paddocks,

Table 1. Summary of farmlet treatments for the Cicerone farmlet experiment

Farmlet system Soil phosphorus
(Colwell)
(mg P/kg)

Soil sulphur
(KCl-40)
(mg S/kg)

Target percentage
of pastures

renovated (%)

Target stocking
rate (dse/ha)

Grazing management No. of paddocks
(total area, ha)

A – high input 60 10 100 15 Flexible rotational
(short rest period)

8 (53)

B – typical 20 6.5 8 7.5 Flexible rotational
(short rest period)

8 (53)

C – intensive rotational grazing 20 6.5 8 15 Intensive rotational
(long rest period)

37 (53)
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indicating that the paddocks were evenly distributed among
farmlets, with respect to these three measurement criteria.

Much, but not all, of the variation among paddocks was
related to the pre-treatment distribution of soil conductivity
measured through EM. This variable was not the sole criterion
for selecting which paddocks would be used in the different
farming systemsbut suffices to show the intent ofmatching so that
causal inference can be made from the experiment after the
farming-system treatments had time to show effects. In Fig. 2,
the distributions of the soil conductivity measurements
(Scott et al. 2013b) are compared graphically to demonstrate
the similarity of paddocks on each farmlet with respect to soil

conductivity before the different management systems started.
Figures 1 and 2 show that each farmlet was similar to the others,
with respect to underlying conditions at the start of the
experiment.

A strong assumption of the subsequent analyses of data from
these paddocks is that the ‘lurking’ confounding variables are
controlled by the pre-treatment variables through regression and
that conditional on this, the distribution of units across treatments
is essentially random (Gelman and Hill 2007). The pre-treatment
variables are included in each model as covariates. The variables
EM and Slope will be used as the pre-treatment variables to
condition hidden confounding variables in the model of the
regressions of botanical composition data. Elevation was not
used due to its high correlation with Slope.

Botanical composition
Botanical composition was measured within the paddocks of
each of the three farming systems during late summer (March
2000) of the year before commencement of the farmlet treatments
in July 2000. This was followed by sampling the botanical
composition on seven other summer occasions during the trial
(December 2000, December 2001, December 2002, February
2003, February 2004, February 2005 and January 2006). More
details of the changes in botanical composition have been
reported in a related paper by Shakhane et al. (2013). The data
are frequencies (out of 100) along transects across each paddock
determinedby theBOTANALestimationprocedure (Tothill et al.
1978). Exploratory data plots of the profiles of themain botanical
functional groups of plants are presented in Fig. 3. The plots
indicate that the farming systems may not start with similar
frequencies of the botanical functional groups and inference is
restricted to whether the initial differences changed over time.

Statistical model
In these analyses, the BOTANAL data were considered as
repeated measurements of botanical compositions that were
represented as percentages of the total vegetation occupied by
the different functional groups within each sampling unit (the
paddock). The statistical model used had systematic components
of farmlet, time and the interactionbetween farmlet and time.Two
sources of correlation were included in the model, including that
due to the multivariate response of seven functional groups and
that due to repeated measures from the same plot.

The data were modelled using a generalised estimating
equation (GEE) (Liang and Zeger 1986). The working
correlation among residuals was estimated by a three-step
process, as follows:

(1) At each sampling and for each functional group, the
frequencies were modelled as a simple binomial GLM
takingout farmlet differences. Thedeviance residuals from
each analysis were used to estimate the correlations among
functional group frequencies at each sample time.

(2) The frequency data from all functional groups were re-
analysed at each time to get estimates of farmlet and
functional group differences. This model was a GEE,
with the working correlation among functional group
frequencies having been determined in Step 1. The
variogram of the deviance residuals from these analyses,
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Fig. 2. Box plots showing the distributions of soil conductivity (measured
as electromagnetic inductance, EM) across all paddocks allocated to farmlets
A, B and C (Scott et al. 2013b).
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and exploratory data plots, suggested that the repeated-
measures correlations could be modelled by r(tj, tk) = exp
{�a|tj�tk|} for sampling times (tj, tk), where the term a
controls the rate at which the correlation decays as the time
interval increases.

(3) The two sets of correlations were combined to make the
working correlation matrix by multiplying the two sets
of correlations, treating the time effect and the functional
group effect as separable.

Statistical inferences among the treatmentswere based on log-
odds ratios, with corresponding confidence intervals for either
farmlet A or C compared with the control, farmlet B. These
contrasts are plotted in Fig. 4.

The observed frequencies of Functional group j fromFarmlet i
and Paddock p at Time t (yijtp) are related to the treatments and

time in days t by the following generalised estimating equation
model with a binomial distribution and linear predictor:

hi;j;t;p ¼ EMi;p þ Slopei;p þ m2 þ ti þ bj þ ½t : b�i;j
þ sðt : b : tÞi;j;t;

where EM and Slope are the pre-treatment measurements of
electromagnetic conductivity and the Slope, m2 (intercept), is
the mean (on the logit scale) for Treatment B (the control)
botanical-composition Functional group 1, tA, tC are the
contrasts between Treatments A or C and B for botanical-
composition Functional group 1, bj is the effect of Functional
group j, with b1 = 0, [t : b]i,j are treatment by botanical-
composition functional group interactions, and s(t : b : t)i,j,t are
spline terms to represent the trends over time for farmlet contrasts
for Functional group j.
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Hogget liveweights
These data are liveweights measured at approximately monthly
intervals of the entire population of hoggets born on the farmlets
over the years 2000–2004, resulting in more than 19 000 records
from a total of 1836 hoggets (735-A, 596-B, 505-C). Because the
sheep were rotated around the paddocks within a farmlet, this
analysis cannot use the pre-treatment variable as a conditional
variable and inference relies wholly on the assumption that the
farmlets were matched.

Exploratory data plots (not shown) suggested that the
model for the mean of each group be represented as a spline.
Individual traces diverged slightly over time and this
suggested that animal : age random effects be included in the
model to account for the changing variance over time and the
correlations among the repeated measures from each hogget.

The initial statisticalmodel for liveweights of each year cohort
is

yi;j;k juk � Nðmi;jjuk ;s2Þ;
mi;jjuk ¼ m2 þ ti þ sðAgeÞj þ ½t : sðAgeÞ�i;j þ uk

þ ½u : sðAgeÞ�j;k ;
uk � Nð0;s2

uÞ; ðu : AgeÞj;k � Nð0;s2
uaÞ;

where farmlets are indexed by i, Age by j and sheep by k. The
overall mean liveweight for farmlet B is m2 and ti is the effect of
Farmlet i (ti = 0), s(Age) is the spline effect of Age and mk is the
random effect of Animal k.

Results

Botanical composition

Figure 4 plots the changes in the contrasts between farmletsA and
C and farmlet B over time. The contrasts are on the logit scale
(which is the scale for inference). A logit value of zero indicates
that the proportions of a functional groupare the same in farmletA
or C as in farmlet B.

Hogget liveweights

The fitted mean profiles of hogget liveweights are compared
among farmlets within each cohort year in Fig. 5. The confidence
region for farmlet B is denoted as the grey region, while

confidence regions for farmlets A and C are not plotted to
reduce clutter. They were similar to that for farmlet B and so
the reader can discern by eye where the curves differ.

Discussion and conclusions

Although the lack of replication restricts the inference, a certain
amount of information about the treatments can, nevertheless,
be gained when the experimental units are matched and the
analysis takes into account differences among the pre-
treatment variables. While there is no test of model adequacy,
theoretical considerations of the model and current best practices
can guide the analyst to use a statisticalmodel that is likely to have
the appropriate attributes.

A further test of whether the inference about farmlet
differences is tenable is obtained by a randomisation test. If
the null hypothesis of no farmlet differences, in say botanical
composition, were true, then similar distributions of responses
would be observed if the treatment–paddock labels were
randomly switched. This was done 99 times and the data were
analysed as if it were responses from the permuted farm-paddock
labels, using the same GEE model for botanical compositions.
The summary statistic of log-likelihood was saved each time
and compared with that statistic for the original analysis. The
simulation studywas repeated10 times; every time, themaximum
of the log-likelihoods from the 99 simulations (range from
–36 741 to –36 434) was less than the log-likelihood from the
model of the true data (–36 296).

This gives further evidence that the observed differences
have arisen because the populations of botanical compositions
on farmlets A and C differ from farmlet B. Once again, it is not
possible to make the strong inference from the statistical model
that the treatments caused these differences.

A logical argument that strengthens the inference is that any
‘lurking’ variables would have to be working synchronously
across most paddocks within a treatment and be maintained
during the experiment if they were to influence the treatment
values. Because this does not seem plausible, it seems fair to
deduce that thedifferencesobservedamong treatmentsweremore
likely to have arisen because of the treatments. A related paper
by Donald et al. (2013) provides support for this statement with
independent data. These authors reported that greenness, as
measured by remote sensing, was similar across farmlets just
before the commencement of the trial and yet diverged over time
as the treatments affected the pasture.

While this statistical model shows probable differences in
the populations from the three farming systems, the inference
does not extend to saying that the differences were caused by
the treatments because there is no measure of ‘lurking’ variables.

The present approach has attempted to meet the request
made by Murtagh (1975) for a ‘second generation’ of grazing
experiments to go beyond classical, fixed stocking-rate
experiments which have at times been conducted in spite of
the stochastic nature of climatic conditions. Thus, the present
experiment set out to assess the whole-farm effects of pasture and
grazing management, not only with per head and per hectare
assessments of livestock production, but also on emergent
properties such as stocking rate over time on farmlets that
were created without bias in the allocation of land.
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In common with studies of the conservation value of
habitat corridors (Beier and Noss 1998), the Cicerone farmlet
experiment, as an agroecological experiment with its many
paddocks and animals, all starting with the same estimated
land capability and all subject to the same climate, seems to us
to have provided the opportunity to convincingly demonstrate
the differences between complex farm management systems.
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